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Designing Network SecurityCisco Press, 1999
A practical guide to creating a secure network infrastructure

* Understand basic cryptography and security technologies
* Identify the threats and common attacks to a network infrastructure
* Learn how to create a security policy
* Find out how to recover from a security breach 
* Study specific implementation...
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Designing Large Scale LANsO'Reilly, 2002
Large networks are complex systems, with many interdependent devices held together only by the strength of the network designer's specifications. It takes a lot of knowledge--and a lot of time--to make sure that the capacity of links and nodes is neither wasted nor overloaded. Designing Large-Scale LANs explains how the pieces of a large...
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Beginning Backbone.js (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Beginning Backbone.js is your step-by-step guide to learning and using the Backbone.js library in your web projects. Backbone.js is one of the most popular JavaScript libraries among web developers, used to create modular, single-page web apps. This book takes you from downloading Backbone.js and its dependencies all the way to using...
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Building Node Applications with MongoDB and BackboneO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build an application from backend to browser with Node.js, and kick open the doors to real-time event programming. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn how to create a social network application similar to LinkedIn and Facebook, but with a real-time twist. And you’ll build it with just one programming language:...
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HTML5 iPhone Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create compelling web applications specifically tailored for distribution on iOS Safari. Work through real world examples with references, and in-depth discussions on the approach; including its benefits and drawbacks.


	"HTML5 iPhone Web Application Development" strives to teach all levels of developers, beginners and...
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Practical BGPAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Hands-on guidance for deploying and optimizing BGP networks--enterprise and ISP  		

Now there's a practical guide to deploying and managing BGPv4 in any environment--from small enterprises to the largest Tier 2 and Tier 3 service providers. A team of the world's...
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Business Data Communications and NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Over the past few years, many fundamental changes have occurred in data communications

	and networking that will shape the future for decades to come. Networking

	applications such as the Internet and World Wide Web have exploded into the business

	world. High-speed modems providing megabit data rates (millions of bits per second)...
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The Making of Information Systems: Software Engineering and Management in a Globalized WorldSpringer, 2008
Information systems (IS) are the backbone of any organization today, supporting all major business processes.

This book deals with the question: how do these systems come into existence? It gives a comprehensive coverage of managerial, methodological and technological aspects including:

    * Management...
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Active Directory Disaster RecoveryPackt Publishing, 2008
Information Systems and Technology, this could mean an incident that completely destroys data, slows down productivity, or causes any other major interruption to your operations or your business. How bad can it get?—"Most large companies spend between 2% and 4% of their IT budget on disaster recovery planning; this is intended to avoid...
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GMPLS Technologies: Broadband Backbone Networks and Systems (Optical Science and Engineering)CRC Press, 2005
Multi-Protocol Label Switch (MPLS) and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) are key technologies for next-generation IP backbone networks. Until now, however, engineers have been forced to search for technical papers on this subject and read them in an ad-hoc manner. At last there is a book that explains both MPLS and GMPLS concepts in a systematic way....
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Computer Organization, Design, and Architecture, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2007

	This book covers the organization, design, and architecture of computers. Architecture
	is the ‘‘art or science of building; a method or style of building,’’ according
	to Webster’s. A computer architect develops the functional and performance specifications
	for the various blocks of a computer system and...
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Pro SpringSource dm ServerApress, 2009
The SpringSource dm Server™ is a completely modular, OSGi-based Java server designed to run enterprise Java applications and Spring-powered applications with a new degree of flexibility and reliability. The SpringSource dm Server is based on the new SpringSource Dynamic Module Kernel™ (dm Kernel). The dm Kernel provides a module-based...
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